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ABSTRACT

Any satellite communications system operating near 20 GHz will occassionally experience
deep fades due to rain attenuation. To maintain a high grade of service in spite of these
fades such a system must have a large available margin. An approach to providing this
margin in a high capacity FDMA communications satellite without requiring exorbitant
spacecraft power or ground station antenna diversity is to dynamically provide a large
margin to those links experiencing deep fades while maintaining only a small fade margin
on all other links.

This paper presents a brief description of FDMA systems; single beam SCPC operation,
multiple beam satellite switched FDMA (SS-FDMA),and investigates the optimization of
the dynamic FDMA links in a severely fading environment. A solution taking into
consideration transponder intermodulation distortion, cochannel and cross polarization
antenna interference (in multiple beam antenna systems) and rain fade statistics is derived.
The system is optimized with respect to minimum required thermal signal to noise ratio
under peak interference conditions. A sample system configuration is presented which
shows that such systems can achieve availability approaching 0.9999 at Ka-Band.

INTRODUCTION

Tight spectrum availability at C-Band (500 MHz up or down link) and Ku-Band (500 MHz
also) is forcing consideration of Ka-Band (3500 MHz) for future communications
spacecraft. The high capacity communications spacecraft possible at Ka-Band will open
many new markets. A technique receiving increasing attention for this band is FDMA
(Frequency Division Multiple Access) combined with contiguous multibeam antennas and
satellite switching. The satellite switching is performed in the frequency domain and
technique is known as Satellite Switched-FDMA or SS-FDMA. FDMA allows a low cost
earth station (important for a large market) at the expense of increased spacecraft
complexity (1-4).



An attendant disadvantage of any system at Ka-Band is the deep (20-30 dB) rain fades
which are experienced with low but unacceptable probability. The fades may be countered
by providing antenna diversity, however the cost would tend to preclude the mass market
of small inexpensive “roof-top” terminals. A second alternative is to provide a 20 to 30 dB
fixed margin. This approach imposes prohibitive spacecraft requirements.

The alternative explored in this paper is to provide the 20 to 30 dB margin to a given link
only when that link requires the margin to overcome a fade. The majority of links in the
high capacity spacecraft will still use only a modest margin. Using this technique,
spacecraft power requirements become reasonable for very high capacity configurations.

A baseline system will be described and system parameters will be optimized for minimum
required link signal to thermal noise ratio for an unfaded link experiencing peak
interference.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Each link will be designed with a relatively small fixed margin to overcome any small, high
probability fades as well as any interference that may be encountered. Then, when an
occasional deep carrier fade is experienced, the affected carrier’s power can be increased
to overcome the fade. The increased power is accomplished through increasing the output
power of the earth station providing the carrier. This remedy serves for either uplink or
downlink fades.

To determine the magnitude of a fade, each earth station measures the level of the fixed
power common signalling channel; reductions in this level are interpreted as earth station
fades, and the quantized level changes are transmitted back to the centralized Network
Control for action. The Network Control may respond by communicating with the
appropriate earth stations (in general this is the earth station detecting the fade (uplink
fade) and the earth station transmitting toward the earth station encountering a fade
(downlink fade)) as appropriate. The transponder, linearized to control intermodulation
power, operates at constant gain.

The advantage of this scheme for FDMA lies in the large number of carriers amplified by
each satellite transponder which gives a statistical advantage in that only a few of the total
number of carriers can be affected by severe fading at any given time, (severe fading is
caused by local thunderstorm activity). In addition, the cost impact is small for measuring
the fade, signalling this information to Network Control, analyzing a proper response and
signalling the appropriate earth station “HPAs” if (as is likely) this signalling capability
already exists. The principal cost impact results from providing the “excess” HPA power 



capability. The cost impact varies according to the desired link availabilities, transmission
bandwidth, and number of satellite beams (satellite antenna gain).

Since the satellite transponder is not ideal, any link which is in the “excited” state will
increase the intermodulation power experienced by any other station using the same
transponder. In addition, due to non-zero antenna sidelobes (and cross polarization
isolation) on both up and downlink, stations in nearby satellite beams reusing the same
frequency as an excited station, will experience increased cochannel interference. Both of
these effects will deplete the fixed margin of unexcited, unfaded stations. Note, however,
that while the fixed margin is decreased and perhaps even entirely depleted by
interference),the signal strength of the common signalling channel seen by these unexcited,
unfaded stations remains unchanged. Since only a signal fade will cause a station to boost
its signal, an unexcited, unfaded station may lose all its margin to intermods and
interference and remain unexcited. Improperly designed, the fixed margin of an unexcited
station could be completely depleted. The probability that this will happen must be made
very small. We can do this by making the fixed margin sufficiently large. A properly
designed margin will then be able to overcome not only the small atmospheric fades, but
also maintain the link under even the worst intermodulation and interference conditions
caused by other stations which are excited. Thus a power balance is being achieved
between unfaded and faded carriers, so that the performance of each is being maintained;
large amounts of satellite transponder power is being diverted to a few faded carriers at the
cost of depleting a small fixed margin applied to the majority of unfaded carriers. For
simplicity, we will initially consider a SCPC (Single Channel Per Carrier) FDMA single
beam system. Thus no consideration of cochannel or crosspolarization antenna interference
is yet necessary.

WORST CASE

The worst case for this analysis does not occur when a carrier is excited due to a fade. In,
this case, intermodulation and cochannel interference is no longer a problem since these
are now reduced 20 to 30 dB below the “boosted” signal. As long as there is sufficient
signal strength in the dynamic margin to overcome the fade, the link performance will be
realized. It is important, however, to assure that any unexcited, unfaded link does not
become unusable due to intermodulation and interference from a number of excited links.

The peak number of excited links is determined by probability theory and fade
characterisitcs. Given the peak number of excited stations, the fixed margin must be
determined which permits any unexcited, unfaded link under the corresponding peak
interference conditions. In addition, additional margin is needed above and beyond the
interference margin to handle any atmospheric fades which leave the link unexcited,
Interference margin is defined as the margin required to overcome intermodulation and



interference 99.99% of the time and fade margin as the margin required to overcome the
small atmospheric fades described above.

The total fixed margin is the sum of the interference margin plus the fade margin. It is
desirable to minimize the total fixed margin in order to minimize the satellite transponder
power. It is apparent that such a minimum exists. If a very small fade margin is chosen, the
probability of excitation is large and the peak interference will be large (i.e., many excited
carriers) requiring a large interference margin. If a large fade margin is chosen the
interference margin can be small, however, the transponder power must increase in order
to provide the large fade margin.

OPTIMUM FIXED MARGIN WITH INTERMODULATION DISTORTION
ONLY

With a single beam, the overall quiescent (no excited station) CNR is

(1)

where

(  = overall link CNR
(I  = quiescent intermodulation ratio

0 (N = overall link signal to (thermal) noise

The weighting factor of 2.5 is the “VOX” factor, assuming the traffic activity is similar to
two way voice.

If a number of carriers become excited, the power input to the transponder will increase by
the ratio:

where

NT  = total number of carriers in the transponder
NA  = number of carriers in the excited state 
Do  = dynamic margin



The dynamic margin, Do, is the amount the signal is boosted when a fade greater than the
fade margin is experienced. For this simple analysis, a dynamic margin of 20 dB is
assumed. (In an operational system several different values of Do might be better.)

For example, if there are 12 excited carriers (levels increased by 20 dB) out of 1000
carriers using a particular transponder, then P/Po = 2.19.

The transponder will be called upon to deliver a little more than twice it’s quiescent
power. Since the intermods will increase with the cube of the power increase, the equation
for overall CNR becomes:

(2,3)

If, for example, (I = (N = 30 dB,

If no carriers are excited (NA = 0) we have the quiescent CNR of 28.54 dB. If 12 carriers
out of 1000 have increased levels by 20 dB, the intermodulation noise will have increased,
reducing the overall CNR to 22.84 dB.

Equation 2 can be plotted, showing the relationships between overall CNR ((), the number
of excited stations (NA) for a given total number of stations (NT), a given quiescent
intermodulation ratio ((I0) and a given quiescent signal to thermal noise ratio ((N). Such a
plot is shown in Figure 1. (N can be varied to generate a family of curves. Notice that as
the number of excited stations (out of 1000) increases, the interference increases, and the
overall CNR (() decreases.

Figure 1 is plotted for a quiescent intermodulation level of 26 dB. Including the VOX
factor of 4 dB, this means that the overall CNR can not exceed 30 dB. Using Figure 1, the
minimum signal to thermal noise ratio can be chosen considering the interference and fade
margins. To do this, the peak interference and hence the required interference margin must
be determined. These are related directly to the maximum number of excited carriers
which depends on the probability of any one station being excited, considering a given
fade margin. Recall that a carrier will become excited if its signal strength fades by more
than the fade margin. Thus, the probability that a carrier is excited equals the probability of
a fade equal to or greater than the fade margin.



Rain fade statistics for our range of interest (0 - 5 dB) are not readily availabile, therefore,
the probability distribution listed in Table 1 is used. For example, the probability that a rain
fade will equal or exceed 2.0 dB is 0.361%. Thus, if we chose a fixed margin of 2.0 dB,
the probability that any given carrier is excited is 0.361%. If we assume that each carrier’s
excitation is independent of all other carriers, the total number of excited carriers is a sum
of independent Bernoulli trials. A sum of independent Bernoulli trials generates a binomial
distribution. Next the 99.99% level (or better) of the binomial distribution is evaluated. For
example, from Table 1 a fade of at least 2.0 dB occurs with probability 0.361%. If there
are 100 potentially excited carriers in the transponder, then, from the third column of
Table 1, the maximum number of excited carriers (with 99.99% confidence) is four (i.e.,
the probability of more than four excited carriers, which will exceed the interference
margin, is less than 0.01%). Thus, given a 2.0 dB fade margin and 100 carriers, it is
prudent to plan for four excited carriers, i.e., the link interference margin must be sufficient
for NA = 4. If there are 1000 carriers, then only 12 excited carriers should be anticipated
(again from Table 1) and the link interference margin must be sufficient to handle 12
excited carriers. A basic assumption is that carrier excitations are independent. This may
not be strictly true for small fades. If the assumption is incorrect, then the peak number of
excited carriers will be larger resulting in a larger fade margin. Also note that in the
probabilities listed in Table 1 the probability of a fade 0.0 dB or more should actually be
100%, not 1.2%. Fortunately, this has no practical impact on the calculations.

Finally, when a fade exceeds the fade margin, two carriers actually become excited, the
carrier of the station experiencing the fade (uplink fade), and (assuming a duplex link) the
carrier of the station communicating with the faded station, (downlink fade). Since the full
dynamic margin of the excited, faded station is not experienced by the spacecraft
transponder, (assume that the fade is more or less compensated by the increased carrier
level), only the excited, unfaded station situation is considered. For full accuracy, some
allowance should be made for the additional intermodulation generated by the excited,
faded station. For simplicity, only excited, unfaded stations are included in this analysis.

It is assumed that a minimum CNR = 13 dB is sufficient (4 0/CPSK). If the CNR falls
below 13 dB an outage has occurred. It should be pointed out that in many cases the signal
may still be usable and a lower minimum CNR would be acceptable.

In the above example, if the fade margin is 2.0 dB, then the overall CNR (() must be at
least 15 dB, even when there are up to 12 excited carriers (1000 carriers per transponder).

Referring back to Figure 1 for NA = 12 excited carriers, and 20 dB signal to thermal noise
ratio ((N), the overall CNR (() is 16,89 dB. This exceeds our requirement of 15 dB (13 dB
+ 2.0 dB fade margin). Alternatively, rewriting equation 2.



(4)

(N may be found directly.

If the fade margin is 2.0 dB, then the overall CNR is 13 + 2 = 15 dB, under the worst case
interference. With a fade margin of 2 dB and 1000 carriers per transponder, the worst case
is with NA = 12 (from Table 1) excited carriers. Letting the quiescent intermodulation ratio
(I = 26 dB, the dynamic margin Do = 20 dB (that is, an excited carrier will have 100 times
more power than an unexited carrier) then:

In Figure 2 for (N = 16.75 dB and NA = 12 the overall link CNR (including
intermodulation) is exactly 15 dB. Thus, given a quiescent intermodulation ratio of 26 dB,
an overall CNR of 15 dB can be met 99.99% of the time.

The signal to thermal noise (as calculated above for a fade margin of 2 dB) versus fade
margin is plotted in Figure 2 for quiescent intermodulation levels (I = 26 dB, a dynamic
margin of 20 dB and 1000 total (NT) carriers. The optimum fade margin can then be
chosen.

From Figure 2 a fade margin of 2 dB is optimum although it is apparent that the choice is
not critical. When a fade margin of 2 dB is specified, it means that any time a carrier fades
by 2 dB or more its level will be increased by 20 dB. Further, from Figure 2 the unexcited
carrier will have at least that 2 dB fade margin 99.99% of the time, even under peak
interference conditions if we provide the link with a 16.75 dB signal to thermal noise ratio.

OPTIMUM FIXED MARGIN AND COCHANNEL INTERFERENCE

In the previous section the maximum interference generated by increased intermodulation
distortion from excited carriers was considered. A fade margin was specified which
determines when a carrier becomes excited. Also a thermal CNR was specified such that a
fade margin exists even with maximum interference from intermodulation distortion.
However, in a multibeam, SS-FDMA system we must also include the effects of
interference resulting from sidelobes on nearby cochannel beams. In addition, if
polarization isolation is used to increase system capacity, the degree of isolation must also 



be considered. These considerations become especially significant if one of the cochannel
links happens to be excited.

Cochannel antenna sidelobe interference occurs on both up and downlinks. With all
stations in the quiescent state, there will be a quiescent level of cochannel interference, (C.
This additional interference must be included in the previous expression (Equation 2) for
overall link CNR.

For cochannel interference, there are a limited number of potentially disruptive interferers.
It is unlikely that any of them will be excited. However, it is wise to design the link to
handle at least one excited cochannel link. Using a 20 dB dynamic margin as before and
assuming one of six cochannel stations is excited, the increase in cochannel interference
over the quiescent state is, by inspection 105/6 --17.5 times more cochannel interference.
If it is assumed (worst case) that one cochannel interferer is always excited, then

(5)

where

(CU = quiescent uplink cochannel interference
(CD = quiescent downlink cochannel interference

There is one excited cochannel interferer both up and downlink. Combined with the worst
case P/Po (from the previous section), Equation 5 can be used to determine the optimum
fade margin and the required thermal CNR to achieve that fade margin under peak
interference conditons. Before doing that however, Equation 5 can be further modified to
include the effects of degradation in polarization isolation. Since this effect can be severe
at Ka-Band, it is assumed that each antenna beam is singularly polarized, then the
degraded isolation is the sum of the degraded polarization isolation and the antenna
sidelobe isolation.

A detailed investigation of this loss of isolation is beyond the scope of this analysis,
consequently Equation 5 is modified to include (PU and (PD the up and downlink minimum
polarization isolation actually experienced, (no quiescent isolation). Then fade margin
versus required thermal signal to noise for several values of polarization isolation can be
examined to ascertain design objectives. Equation 5 now becomes:

(6)



As an example of Equation 6 let

(I = 26 dB; (N = 20 dB; (CU = 30 dB; (PU = 26 dB; (PD = 30 dB; P/Po = 2.
With these parameters, ( = 12.48 dB.

With the above conditions a thermal CNR ((N) of 20 dB provides an overall link CNR
(including intermodulation and interference) of only 12.5 dB. In this case interference has
depleted the entire CNR leaving no fade margin.

We will solve Equation 6 for (N and plot it as a function of fade margin directly; therefore

(7)

Equation 7 is considered in the next section.

OPTIMUM FADE MARGIN FOR VARIOUS SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

Given various system parameters (dynamic margin, quiescent intermodulation ratio,
quiescent cochannel interference and actual polarization isolation) an optimum fade margin
and thermal CNR can be specified to satisfy availability requirements under worst case
interference. The optimum fade margin is defined as the fade margin requiring the smallest
thermal CNR, (by definition, whenever the signal fades by the fade margin, the carrier
becomes excited).

First a set of standard link and transponder parameters will be defined. The optimum fade
margin will then be determined for the standard link. Then the standard link parameters
will be varied to determine parameter sensitivities.

The standard link is defined as:

1. Quiescent intermodulation distortion ratio ((I) = 30 dB.
2. Quiescent up and downlink cochannel interference ratio = 30 dB
3. Dynamic margin = 30 dB
4. Number of excited cochannel links, 1 each, up and downlink
5. Actual polarization isolation ratio, up and downlink, = 30 dB, each.
6. Interference level chosen such that it will not be exceeded 99.99% of the time.

Item 4 above requires the standard link to handle 2 simultaneous excited cochannel
carriers. Fortunately, two excited cochannel carriers and worst case intermodulation is an
unlikely occurrence. For example, the model predicts that there is a probability of 0.459%



that any given carrier is excited when we specify a fade margin of 1.6 dB. If there are
twelve significant potential cochannel carriers (that is, six nearby antenna beam cells fall
in, say, the first antenna sidelobe on uplink and another six on downlink), the binomial
distribution predicts that no cochannel carriers will be excited with probability 94.63%.
One cochannel carrier will be excited with probability of 0.13%. Thus two cochannel
carriers excited and worst case (99.99%) intermodulation is extremely unlikely. Therefore,
if the thermal CNR is sufficient for at least two excited cochannel carriers and worst case
intermodulation simultaneously and still maintain a fade margin (with high probability),
then the availability corresponding to the 20 dB dynamic margin is achievable.

Figure 3 through 6 were generated using Equation 7 and the above parameters. These
figures are similar to Figure 2 with cochannel interference and polarization isolation
included in addition to intermodulation distortion. In all figures, the solid line represents
the standard link described above. The dashed lines are variations made in the standard
link to determine parameter sensitivity.

In Figure 3 the optimum fade margin for the standard link and 1000 carriers is 1.6 dB. This
fade margin can be realized under maximum interference with a thermal CNR 26.1 dB.

The dashed curve in Figure 3 illustrates the effect of reducing the intermodulation ratio
from 30 dB to 25 dB. The link plus fade margin is still realized under the maximum
interference conditions. However, the thermal CNR must be increased in order to
overcome the poorer transponder performance; specifically (N = 32.7 dB with a fade
margin of 3.2 dB If smaller fade margins are chosen, the maximum number of excited
carriers increases, thus increasing interference. If a sufficiently small fade margin is
chosen, the maximum interference is so great, the link (plus fade margin) cannot be
realized with maximum interference, regardless of thermal CNR.

Figure 4 also depicts the effect of changing polarization isolation. The standard link has
30 dB of polarization isolation (degraded polarization isolation plus sidelobe isolation) on
both up and downlink. That is, the ratio of signal to the sum of all interference of imperfect
polarization isolation is 30 dB. The standard link, as before, is indicated with the solid line.
If the polarization isolation is 25 dB on up (or down) link and 30 dB on down (or up) link,
the thermal CNR must be increased to account for the poorer isolation. In this case the
minimum required thermal CNR is 28.5 dB and the fade margin is 1.6 dB.

If the system has even less isolation, say 25 dB on both up and downlink, Figure 4
indicates the required thermal CNR is 35 dB. The opimum fade margin is still 1.6 dB.
Clearly it is becoming more and more difficult to compensate for poorer isolation by
simply increasing the thermal CNR.



Figure 5 indicates the sensitivity to changing the signal to cochannel excitation interference
ratio on the uplink only.

Figure 6 depicts cochannel excitation sensitivity. The standard link (solid line) assumes the
unlikely situation that two cochannel carriers are excited causing greatly increased
interference via the antenna sidelobes. Since there is no cochannel link excitation most of
the time, a curve for no cochannel station excited (i.e., the factor of 17.5 in Equation 7 set
equal to 1.0) is plotted. Of course, the link interference margin should not be determined
assuming that there are no excited cochannel stations.

ANCILLARY CONSIDERATIONS

Since the FDMA power sharing technique is complex and difficult to analyze, certain
simplifying assumptions were made. In particular, with regard to cochannel interference no
attempt was made to take advantage of interstitial carrier spacing. In addition, the satellite
beam bandwidth was assumed to be filled; this occurs only during the busy hour in
saturated beams. Since the intermodulation maximum occurs infrequently(i.e., a maximum
of excited carriers), these events do not necessarily occur during the busy hour so that
potential cochannel interferers can simply be avoided by assigning different channel
frequencies. Also, the 20 dB dynamic fade is exceeded at 20 GHz for only 0,01% of the
time in the Middle Atlantic States. In a DAMA type FDMA system undergoing
exponential capacity growth, reserve capacity is available except during the busy hour of
the last system operating year. That is, the situation described herein is that of the busy
hour during the last year of system operation. In all preceeding years the availability will
be significantly better. Even if capacity is constant, the FDMA characteristics are such that
maximum power demand, due to fading does not necessarily correspond to the busy hour.
Thus, the 20 dB value at 20 GHz is not 0.01% but more like 0.003%, (the probability of a
fade occurring during a busy hour period of, say, 6 hours is 1/3).

It is apparent from these considerations that significant further optimizations can be
accomplished.

Since it is desired to minimize the fade margin it is important to identify the rainfall
statistics in the l to 5 dB range to determine the influence of wide area rainfall which could
“trigger” the network into a state having too many excited carriers, While this, in any case,
will increase the fade margin, network overreaction can be avoided because the Network
Control (by receiving the carrier levels measured at each of the earth stations) can
ascertain the nature of the rain characteristics and can consequently enable a “measured
response” to the situation.



* The average transponder capacity considered during the study for the 75,000 trunk case was
15,000 carriers.

It should be mentioned that a 100 carrier transponder will not work as well as a 1000
carrier transponder* (especially with regard to quiescent intermod ratio). The reason for
this is that a greater percentage of stations will be excited in the 100 channel transponder
than in the 1000 channel transponder under peak interference. Recall that the bionomial
has a mean = Np and a variance = Npq. Reducing the total number of stations by a factor
of ten will cause the mean (Np) to decrease by ten, but the standard deviation (%&N&p&q will
decrease by a factor of only %1&0& . Thus, percentagewise, the peak number of excited
carriers in a 1000 channel transponder will be a factor of 10 better (less) than the 100
channel transponder, Therefore, the adaptive link excells with high capacity transponders
and becomes more difficult to reliably implement on low capacity transponders.

SUMMARY

Some form of the adaptive link must be used if we are to obtain high availability, low cost
earth stations at Ka-Band. This paper has described the important parameters (fade margin,
interference margin, dynamic margin, intermodulation distortion and cochannel
interference) of the system and a technique to find the optimum (minimum required signal
to thermal noise ratio) configuration has been developed.

It was necessary to make a number of simplifying assumptions to reduce the scope of the
problem to managable proportions. The number of modifications that may be made to this
basic system to improve performance are nearly unlimited. For example faded stations
could become excited in several steps rather than throwing on all their dynamic margin at
once. Also frequency assignment algorithms could be designed such that there is no more
than one excited link per frequency anywhere in the multiple beamcoverage area. Another
alternative would be to assign certain frequencies in the SS-FDMA system for only excited
links.

SS-FDMA systems promise to be an important part of high capacity Ka-Band
communications systems with the adaptive link making high availability, low cost earth
stations feasible.
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FIGURE 1.  OVERALL CNR VS. NUMBER OF EXCITED CARRIERS



FIGURE 2.  REQUIRED THERMAL CNR VS. FADE MARGIN

FIGURE 3.  THERMAL CNR VS. FADE MARGIN



FIGURE 4.  THERMAL OR VS. FADE MARGIN.

   
FIGURE 5 . THERMAL CNR VS. FADE MARGIN



FIGURE 6.  THERMAL CNR VS. FADE MARGIN



TABLE 1.  RAIN FADE STATISTICS

Fade Magnitude
(dB)

Prob. of Fade
(%)

Num. of Excited Links (99.99% level)
Nt=100                Nt=1000

0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.8
4.2
4.6
5.0

1.200
1.064
0.944
0.837
6.743
0.659
0.589
0.518
0.459
0.408
0.361
0.321
0.284
0.252
0.224
0.198
0.176
0.156
0.138
0.123
0.097
0.076
0.060

7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2

27
25
23
21
19
18
17
15
14
13
12
12
11
10
10
9
8
8
7
7
6
6
5


